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“Liberation Theology is alive!” Ten years ago, when we started the “Platform for Liberation 
Theology” in Germany, Austria and Switzerland1, it wasn’t in any way obvious to affirm this. 
Nonetheless, we repeated it all over, and tried to convince people here that in Latin America,
Liberation Theology had not passed away, that many people there still were working on it 
and were developing it further, both in the academy and in pastoral praxis. Similarly, also in 
Europe, there were plenty of people doing the same thing, albeit not often very visibly. 
Ten years later, we still encounter many obstacles when talking about Latin American 
Liberation Theology as a contemporary and up-to-date theological movement. But many 
things have changed. The election of Jorge Mario Bergoglio to Pope Francis has brought Latin
American Christianity to a renewed prominence throughout Europe. And among other 
things, the Pope reveals the plurality of Liberation Theology in Latin America. Pope Francis 
clearly shows, in words and deeds, how much he is indebted to the Option for the Poor and 
the quest for liberation that are typical of the local churches of his home continent. Yet he 
differs in many aspects form classical Liberation Theology, and still distinctly embodies a 
Church in transformation, a transforming theology, and a pastoral praxis that seeks to 
transform contemporary society. 
So the Pope is, in a very curious way, one of the main witnesses for me if I am to speak about
“Latin American Liberation Theology as a Transforming Theology”. When I first read the 
English translation of the title of my contribution to the ESITIS conference, I remembered a 
famous book of David Bosch about “Transforming Mission”2. In the foreword to this book, 
Bosch draws attention to the ambiguity of the word “transforming”. On the one hand, it can 
refer to a mission and a missiology that are being transformed, that are changing due to 
internal or external factors. And on the other hand, the term might also express a quality of 
mission itself, if it is capable to transform the society and culture it is working in. Bosch 
sustains that both meanings are intended, and that they enlighten each other. Mission is able
to transform society, if and when it is capable to transform itself and adapt to the necessities 
of every new and renewing context. 
The same applies here: Liberation Theology is a theology in a constant process of 
transformation, and by transforming itself and letting itself be transformed, it acquires the 
ability to do what it is supposed to do: to transform society towards liberation. So my 
contribution to this conference will be about the double significance of the term 
“transforming”: I would like to show how Liberation Theology has transformed and is 
transforming in order to answer to the challenges present in different places and spaces, 
cultural and political contexts (I). Liberation Theology is able to do this, because it is 

1 See: http://sites.google.com/site/befreiungstheologie/Home. 
2 Bosch, David J. 1991. Transforming Mission. Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission (American Society of 

Missiology Series 16), Maryknoll: Orbis. 
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transforming its methodologies and tools and is open to dialogue with different partners in 
the processes of liberation (II). By transforming itself, it becomes able to transform reality 
(III). This is the prevailing objective of a political theology. Political theology is not about 
transforming theology, changing the praxis or the structures of the Church. These changes 
may be necessary and even decisive. But they are not the point. Political theologies, like any 
other theology, aim at changing peoples’ lives. Their target is to proclaim Good News in a 
way that they become a Good Reality3, as Jon Sobrino says. 
In this sense, Latin American Liberation Theology is a “transforming Political Theology”, 
because it seeks political, social and cultural transformation for the poor, the oppressed and 
the excluded ones. And it is transforming, because not only situations and structures of 
oppression and exclusion are transforming, but also the analysis and critique of these 
structures. Any theology that wants to transform reality, will need to transform itself in the 
process. 

I. Creating contextual theologies in alien spaces 

Liberation Theology is a contextual theology. Moreover, it has stressed, from the very 
beginning, that every theology, if it is to be true and genuine theology, necessarily must be 
contextual. There is no such thing as a decontextualized, global, abstract or universal 
theology. Liberation Theology always has maintained, mostly against European criticisms, 
that any theology that claims universal validity simply ignores or conceals its own 
contextuality. 
The reason for this conviction is that Liberation Theology starts with a profound assessment 
of its own place and situation. Its methodology – “See, Judge, Act” – opens with an analysis 
of the social, political, cultural and ecological context. While in the first two decades of its 
existence, Liberation Theology has emphasized economic, social and political aspects of 
context, the scope of this contextual appraisal has extended, by now, to virtually every aspect
of reality: Spaces like megacities, suburbs, the hinterland and the countryside. Cultural and 
ethnical differences and racist conflicts, gender and transgender differences and relations. 
Ecology and its human and non-human, material and natural, future and past implications. 
Violence and festivity, migration and interculturality, peace and war – and many other 
aspects of reality need to be considered in an intersectional approach in order to understand
reality, context, and the way people live in a certain space at a certain time. 
It is crucial for contemporary liberationist methodology to concentrate on singular and 
definite contexts. Individuals matter, unique spaces and places, times and circumstances. In 
the past, Liberation Theology has tried too much to generalize contexts, to describe overall 
characteristics or global connections. This was part of the modern fascination with grand 
narratives that has lost its justification in social sciences at the latest in the last decade of the
20th century. 
Particularly after the shock of the end of the socialist grand narrative, more and more 
liberation theologians learned to focus on small, local and short-lived narratives without 
trying to homogenize and generalize individual experiences. In the decade of the nineties, 

3 Sobrino, Jon 1984. Resurrección de la verdadera Iglesia. Los pobres, lugar teológico de la eclesiología 
(Presencia Teológica 8), Santander 91.
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theological methodologies in Latin America multiplied exponentially. Feminist and 
Indigenous theologies prospered and diversified, other experiences like homosexuality, 
African American spirituality, migration, ecology, generational relations, and many more 
arose and evolved into contextual theologies. Intersectional approaches were put into 
practice and soon demonstrated that they are capable of a far better and more profound 
assessment of a given context. 
Despite the plurality and diversity of approaches, these different contextual theologies have 
converged again into a common discourse under the roof of Liberation Theology. They share 
two common features: Apart from the “See, Judge, Act”-methodology already mentioned, 
they agree on the hermeneutical principle of the Option for the Poor. Although each single 
context, space and time, may constitute a locus theologicus, a theological place, a source of 
theology, there are places, loci, that are theologically more propitious than others. They are 
the places of the poor. “From this place”, says Luiz Carlos Susin, “it is easier to understand, 
both concretely and universally, what God reveals in Christ, how God saves humankind and 
what God expects from the Church”4. 
It is mainly the common reference to this theological place “of the poor” that bestows 
consistency to the different and manifold expressions of Latin American Liberation Theology. 
The two great continental congresses for Latin American Theologies in 2012 and 2015 have 
shown both the diversity and vitality, and – at the same time – unity and consistency of 
contemporary Liberation Theologies. Although they would differ very much on the question, 
who precisely have to be considered the poor, at the bottom of all of them there is the 
common conviction, that God has made a fundamental Option for the Poor, and that both 
theology and Church are called to follow this fundamental path.5 
The Option for the Poor means that for Liberation Theologies, there is a clear preference for 
certain contexts or theological places over others. They are the abandoned, excluded and 
forgotten places. Places, where theology so far has not been present. Places that are hidden, 
forbidden, taboo to society, out of many and different reasons. Using a terminology deriving 
from Michel Foucault, we can call them alien spaces, other-places or heterotopias6. 
There are no taboo places for theology. On the contrary, the heterotopias are privileged 
theological places, precisely because of their abandoned and hidden societal status. God 
makes Godself present primarily in these places. The gospels depict Jesus from the date of 
his birth as present in the abandoned places, avoiding the great cities of his country and even
dying outside Jerusalem, in a taboo space. 
These heterotopias are not abandoned by everyone. There are human beings living there. 
They are the subjects of the theology that originates in these places. This idea is one of the 
most important achievements of Latin American Liberation Theologies in the last decades: 
Professional theologians are mere midwifes of contextual theologies, says Eleazar López7. 

4 Susin, Luiz Carlos 2007. El privilegio y el peligro del „lugar teológico“ de los pobres en la Iglesia, in: Bajar de 
la cruz a los pobres: Cristología de la liberación, ed. por la Comisión Teológica Internacional de la Asociación
Ecuménica de Teólogos y Teólogas del Tercer Mundo ASETT, México: Dabar 260-266, 264 [my translation]. 

5 This is quite clear from the documentations of both congresses: Fundación Amerindia (ed.) 2012. Congreso 
Continental de Teología. La teología de la liberación en prospectiva. 2 tomos. Doble clic Editoras; Oscar 
Elizalde Prada / Rosario Hermano / Deysi Moreno García (ed.) 2016. Iglesia que camina con Espíritu y desde 
los pobres, Montevideo: Amerindia. 

6 See Trygve Wyller / Hans-Joachim Sander / Kaspar Villadsen (ed.) 2016. The Spaces of Others – Heterotopic 
Spaces: Practicing and Theorizing Hospitality and Counter-Conduct beyond the Religion/Secular Border, 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 

7 López H., Eleazar 2011. Mexiko: „Das sind zwei Momente einer Identität“ [Interview], 25.10.2011, in: 
http://www.adveniat.de/service/aktuelle-nachrichten/service-artikel-detail/article/mexiko-interview-das-
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They can help to give birth to these theologies, but the mothers and fathers, the subjects and
authors of contextual theologies are the people who live in the alien spaces, and to whom 
these spaces actually are not alien. 
The main challenge of this idea is the problem of representation, which is discussed very 
much in postcolonial studies8. How can the people living in the alien spaces be represented 
in theology, how can they express their contextual theology created in the heterotopias? 
Mainly feminist theologians in Latin America have developed methodologies including 
different methods deriving from qualitative research that try to answer to this challenge. 
Special emphasis is placed on biographical narratives that underline differences and 
individuality of every single experience. 
It is a common characteristics of contemporary Liberation Theologies that they use multiple 
interdisciplinary connections in order to better understand the alien spaces and the 
experiences of exclusion and resistance that are being made there. While in former decades, 
Liberation Theology was quite closely connected to economic studies, in the present, there is
a much wider range of social, human and cultural sciences that are being addressed as 
partners in a critical dialogue. 
It is by these means that Liberation Theology tries to see, analyse and understand the reality 
of the alien spaces and the theologies that are being produced there. They are very different 
and diverse theologies, as the experiences of violence and resistance, exclusion and 
solidarity, hope and despair made in these places are very diverse as well. They need a 
plurality of tools and partners to shape these theologies and let them enter into dialogue 
with each other and with other experiences of faith worldwide. This will be the topic of my 
second section. 

II. Transforming theology with a plurality of tools and 
partners

Latin American Liberation Theology has always maintained the validity and necessity of its 
own fundamental methodology: “See, Judge, Act”. Up until the present, this threefold 
theological structure characterizes most of Latin American theological production. The 
pluralization of theological methodologies I am referring to does not affect this essential 
approach in which every theological idea arises out of contextual challenges, before it is 
being discussed using scripture, tradition and other theological instruments, in order to find 
theological and pastoral answers to reality’s true problems. Latin American methodologies 
still produce theologies “from below”: It is essential to them to dialogue with reality, on the 
one hand, because reality needs to be transformed, and on the other hand, because only if it
is capable of transforming reality, theology gains relevance. 
Although the plurality I am referring to, does not change the order of the three fundamental 
steps in theological methodology, it affects the tools used in each one of these steps, 
especially the first and second, that deal with the analysis and interpretation of reality’s 

sind-zwei-momente-einer-identitaet/1.html [offline]. 
8 See particularly: Spivak, Gayatri Chakravorty 1993. Can the Subaltern Speak?, in: Williams, Patrick / 

Chrisman, Laura (eds.): Colonial Discourse and Post-colonial Theory: A Reader, New York: Columbia Un-
iversity Press, 66-111. 
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challenges. Liberation Theologians have gone far beyond the much criticized use of Marxism 
as a scientific tool in dialogue with theology. Although in some circumstances and contexts, 
Marxist theories are still part of the discourses in which Liberation Theologies are created, 
Latin American theology has entered into dialogue with many other academic disciplines. 
In particular, theology has joined the so-called cultural turn in social sciences. While 
Liberation Theologians no longer maintain that a single social theory can be the principal 
source of methodological tools for the analysis and interpretation of contexts, they are using 
now elements of poststructuralist, postcolonial and decolonial studies, diverse gender 
theories, anthropological, ethnic and intercultural studies and also geographical, ecological, 
literary, political and many other approaches to understand better what is happening in 
reality. They also apply these methodologies to criticize theology itself. 
In many ways, Liberation Theologies already have begun to put into practice Walter 
Mignolo’s call to “epistemic disobedience” by what another Latin American decolonial 
theoretic, Santiago Castro-Gómez, would call “indisciplinarity”9.
No methodology is considered taboo. Theologians do no longer express any fear that the use
of certain secular or even overtly atheist scientific methods could affect negatively the 
results of Christian theology. On the contrary, Latin American theologians are increasingly 
aware that a sincere and open dialogue with contemporary academic disciplines not only 
confers much more public credibility to theology, but also is a necessary step towards the 
purpose of acquiring a profound understanding of reality. The use of different 
methodological tools obeys to the intention of a critical appraisal of the contextual 
challenges. The contexts also may demand the use of certain methodologies and shape their 
profiles. So theology is continually called to revise its toolbox, develop new instruments and 
enter into interdisciplinary dialogues in order to improve them. 
The most obvious case of theological reinvention of its own methodologies may be that of 
Latin American Indigenous Theologies. What began in the late 1980s as the clearest example 
of a theology after the Cultural Turn, has now not only entered political, ecological and social
issues typical for Liberation Theology, but also entertains processes of dialogue with post-
colonial and anti-colonial movements, both academic and political. It has also developed 
multiple intersectional threads of research, mainly in dialogue with feminist and indigenous 
feminist theologians. 
Indigenous Theologies have discovered that it is not possible for them to conceptualize 
theological ideas in traditional theological terms, because the structures of traditional 
theological arguments are characterized by a philosophy, a world view, an epistemology, a 
way of perceiving, interpreting and transforming reality that is irreconcilably different to 
indigenous ways of dealing with reality. 
These are fundamental issues. History and time, for instance, are not conceived as linear and 
homogeneous like in Western science. Human beings are part of nature, not opposed to it. 
Nature itself is considered as a Being, an organism in which every part is connected to every 
other part; actually, we cannot even consider them “parts”. For indigenous peoples in the 
Andes10, every being is a pair; there is no single individuality in nature. Moreover, for these 

9 Walter D. Mignolo 2009. Epistemic Disobedience, Independent Thought and De-Colonial Freedom, in: 
Theory, Culture & Society 26(7–8)/1–23; Santiago Castro-Gómez 2002. Indisciplinar las ciencias sociales. 
Geopolíticas del conocimiento y colonialidad del poder, Quito: Abya-Yala 

10 I cannot speak for other indigenous cultures in Latin America. Even the andean cultures are much more 
complex and diverse than I can suggest in these breve indications. See: Estermann, Josef 2012. Apu 
Taytayku - Religion und Theologie im andinen Kontext Lateinamerikas (Theologie interkulturell 23), 
Ostfildern: Grünewald; Silber, Stefan 2016. Gut leben im Reich Gottes. „Sumaj Kausay“ als nichtchristliche 
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peoples, there is nothing “material” in the world – everything is alive. Even rocks and pebbles
are natural beings with their own identity, their own life, they have their own sex and gender 
and interrelate in pairs. And for certain, there is no separation of sacred and profane, 
because every existing thing is sacred, and the “Sacred” is living in everything. 
In past centuries, both Church and science have tried to eradicate completely such different 
world views because they considered them deviant. Part of the European project of 
colonization consisted in replacing indigenous philosophy with European points of view. In 
the present, there is a growing indigenous movement trying to regain, rediscover and re-
interpret traditional indigenous wisdom in order to understand better their own identity and 
create their own, peculiar answers to contemporary challenges. 
Many of these movements reject European world-views as being responsible for the 
conquest and colonization of America and the death of millions of indigenous inhabitants. 
But they also question the validity of European philosophical universalism: Is the European 
history of ideas really the one and only way to explain history, religion and culture in every 
place of this planet? Or do we have to recognize the validity of different, plural and changing 
epistemologies nourished by the wisdom, traditions and world view of many cultures? 
In this way, many currents of contemporary indigenous philosophy do not reject completely 
European thinking. But they apply interrogations and criticisms similar to post-colonial 
critique and demand that at least their own ways of conceiving reality and society be 
recognized and accepted in dialogue. 
In the same way, indigenous Liberation Theology starts building new epistemologies and 
creating new methods for theology. Josef Estermann already speaks of the “de-
occidentalization of Liberation Theology”11 in Latin America. Indigenous theologians are 
creating new ways of doing theology that may help to find unexpected solutions to political, 
cultural and ecological crises of indigenous people throughout the Americas. 
Indigenous theologies are only one example for new “de-westerned” theological methods. 
The same applies to other strands of Liberation Theology that integrate non-western 
philosophical and theological tools and create new, plural and diverse theologies. 
Among the new epistemological developments in contemporary Liberation Theologies we 
can find, for example, credits to mythical and ancestral thinking. Story-telling, theatre and 
ritual are valued as important theological sources and methods. Life histories, interviews and
contemporary stories contribute to the analysis of present-day realities. Reflections on 
boundaries, margins, and Third-Spaces (Bhabha) resist to tendencies of dualism and 
hegemony. Particular experiences, hybrid identities, and dynamic changes challenge 
theological approaches marked by essentialism and universalism. 
Often, these new creations contradict each other. This is one of the most important 
differences to European thought: These contradictions do not matter. Consistency and 
absolute non-contradictoriness are no longer a real scientific asset. Contradicting theological 
results may answer individually to different and contradictory situations. In a world so 
conflictive and controversial like ours, it would be naive to expect something else. 
In these ways, theology becomes more plural, more contradictory, more concrete and more 
adaptive to particular contexts. Liberation Theology does not consider this pluralization as a 
value in itself. Methodological pluralization is instead a necessary means to find answers that
are more appropriate and more relevant to the problems that a certain context presents. The

Kontextualisierung der Botschaft Jesu, in: Mariano Delgado / Michael Sievernich / Klaus Vellguth (Hg.): 
Transformationen der Missionswissenschaft, St. Ottilien: Eos 68-75.  

11 Estermann, Josef 2012. Apu Taytayku - Religion und Theologie im andinen Kontext Lateinamerikas 
(Theologie interkulturell 23), Ostfildern: Grünewald 137. 
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aim is not to write a different and pluralistic “Summa theologica” and replace the old one, 
but create theological fragments, processes and networks that can contribute something of 
relevance to the liberation of people, and afterwards, freely may disappear. 
Carmen Nanko-Fernández stresses that Latin American theology privileges communitarian 
approaches.12 They do not favour the single theologian who can speak alone for everyone 
else, but prefer teams, communities and complementary work, where the flaws and 
weaknesses of one theological approach can be healed by another. The fragmentarity and 
inconsistency of theological results due to its contextual approach can be complemented 
with other fragmentary and momentary conceptualizations. There is no need to write 
another Summa, because there are continuously many other theologians of that same 
community working at improving, mending, correcting and recreating theology and 
theological method. 
So Latin American Liberation Theology is, at the moment, transforming itself in a dynamic 
and manifold way. It shows different paths how theology can and must transform itself in 
order to gain social and cultural relevance. It needs to become more contextual, fragmentary
and dynamic. Only by transforming itself will it be able to transform reality. 

III. Transforming reality 

Theology is not a value in itself. Liberation Theology has always emphasized that theology 
and the whole Church are significant only when they contribute to the process of 
evangelization, the announcement and construction of the Reign of God, which is God’s 
project for the world. To the extent that this world does not represent the values and the joy 
of God’s Reign, it needs to be transformed. The justification of theology resides precisely in 
its efficacious contribution to real transformation in the world. 
What kind of liberating praxis does Liberation Theology inspire? The answer to this question 
is, once again, plurality. Any kind of praxis that efficaciously and truly contributes to improve 
the life of the poor and excluded ones may be a meaningful realization of the great goal of 
evangelization, a sacrament of the Reign of God. 
Again, contemporary Liberation Theology does not focus any more on great and overall 
changes, like in revolutions: the time of the grand narratives has passed, at least for the time 
being. Although Latin American historians acknowledge that Liberation Theology and the 
churches inspired by it have been able to introduce some significant changes in some states 
during recent history,13 the main emphasis of present-day elaborations points to smaller, 
every-day processes of liberation, to long-term processes of conscientization and cultural 
change, to the protection of Human Rights and the environment and many other limited 
realizations of liberation. 
Many different practical forms of action are being proposed: Legal, prophetical and political 
action, education and research, the cultivation and further development of traditional 
wisdom, healing of trauma and sickness, fight against hunger, unemployment and 

12 Nanko-Fernández, Carmen 2010. Theologizing en Espanglish. Context, Community, and Ministry (Studies in 
Latino/a Catholicism). Maryknoll: Orbis xii. 

13 E.g. Juan Luis Hernández in: Isabel Corpas de Posada / Juan Luis Hernández / Juan Hernández Pico: Frutos 
que el Espíritu nos ofrece hoy, in: Oscar Elizalde Prada / Rosario Hermano / Deysi Moreno García (ed.) 2016.
Iglesia que camina con Espíritu y desde los pobres, Montevideo: Amerindia, 395-414. 398.
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homelessness, art production and literature, and many others. Nourished by an ever 
deepening understanding of the complexity of oppression and exclusion, the means to 
overcome these complexes also become more diverse and creative. 
There is, presently, a profound rejection of violence as a means of liberation. This is another 
major change in comparison to the Liberation Theology of the first two decades. The 
devastating experiences with civil wars in Central America, Peru and Colombia and with 
different forms of violence in almost every country in Latin America have changed the 
attitudes in theology towards non-violence and pacifism. Also, the deeper insight into the 
relevance of small, every-day and temporary steps of liberation has opened the field to the 
invention and creation of other, more humane and efficacious forms of transformative praxis.
These different forms of liberating praxis bring the activists together with a broad range of 
other actors in society. The idea of the II Vatican Council that Christians should work together
with all human beings of good will for the well-being of humankind is put into praxis in many 
areas in Latin America. If the aim is the transformation and liberation of reality, it is 
comparatively easy for the Church to find partners in action. In Latin America, it is impressive
to realize, that in many places catholic and protestant churches work hand in hand in 
processes of liberation. Also, there is no restrain – or little – to seek and practice 
collaboration with secular or even anticlerical movements if there exist common interests in 
the field of liberation. 
Pope Francis has been practising this kind of dialogue and cooperation in his (until now) 
three encounters with world-wide social movements. His addresses to these meetings14 
show clearly that the Church appreciates this kind of collaboration, because she shares with 
these social movements the common faith that the negative aspects of reality, as we 
experience them today, must and can be transformed. A similar experience has been made 
by liberation theologians in dialogue with the World Social Forums, where since 2005 until 
now, seven World Forums on Theology and Liberation have been held.15 
It is important to notice that this dialogue with the secular public is not considered as an 
achievement on its own. Like everything else, it is another instrument in the praxis of 
transformation. This dialogue does not deal with questions like “Who is God, and why do we 
believe and you don’t”, but offers the own faith in God as a contribution to the common fight
for liberation. The conversion of the unbelievers is not the most important aim of this 
dialogue, though it seems that sometimes it happens on the way. 
The praxis of Liberation Theology aims at real, concrete and true processes of liberation, that
make life better and more humane, particularly for the poor. This is where the elaboration 
process of Liberation Theology returns to the first step: It deals with context. It draws from 
the own context and aims at transforming it into a somewhat better living condition for 
those who suffer. It deals with problems of this world, because God has revealed Godself 
here, in worldly contexts, not beyond them. Therefore, theology must prove its relevance in 
the transformation of our secular contexts, and in particular, improving the living conditions 
of the poor. 

14 See, e.g.: Papst Franziskus 2015. Ansprache vor den Teilnehmern am Welttreffen der sozialen Bewegungen 
(2014), in: Franz Segbers / Simon Wiesgickl (ed.): »Diese Wirtschaft tötet« (Papst Franziskus). Kirchen 
gemeinsam gegen Kapitalismus, Eine Veröffentlichung der Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung, in Kooperation mit 
Publik-Forum, Hamburg: VSA  243-252; see also: http://www.itpol.de/?p=2451. 

15 See, e.g.:  Althaus-Reid, Marcella Maria / Petrella, Ivan / Susin, Luiz Carlos (eds.) 2007. Another Possible 
World (Reclaiming Liberation Theology), SCM-Canterbury Press / London; see also:  
https://facebook.com/wftlofficial. 
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These achievements of liberation will not be complete, comprehensive and eternal. On the 
contrary, they become the point of departure for a new cycle of theological assessment. They
will be the new context in which to start step No. 1 - “See”. This new context needs to be 
considered again from the points of view of those who suffer it. Every step of liberation in 
this world, necessarily will be temporary, precarious, finite. Many results of liberation will, in 
fact, develop into new forms of oppression. Liberation can only be achieved in this dynamic, 
transient way. The quest for it will have to go on. But the limited scope of what we can 
accomplish, must not restrain us from carrying on with this praxis. 

Conclusion: The contribution of Liberation Theology to 
Political Theologies

What is the contribution of Latin American Liberation Theology to the future of Political 
Theologies? I would like to sum up my answer to this question, and thereby also the ideas 
expressed in this paper, in four points: 

1. Theology deals with real problems. It is not some kind of guidebook into the invisible
or supernatural. It answers to the suffering, the death, the resistance and the joy of 
human beings, especially the poor. It is our belief that the solidarity with the poor is 
our way to the encounter with God. 

2. Theology is indebted to the context. It is essential to pay attention to reality. 
Theology must seek out alien spaces and places, unknown cultures and world-views, 
different ways to live and to understand life. Context will name us our tasks, present 
us with challenges, explain us the methods and hand us our tools. Theology must be 
prepared to leave behind known problems, methods and solutions, unlearn them 
(Spivak)16,  and work together with all people of good will in these contexts to find 
new answers, methods and solutions. Theology must be open to transformation. 

3. Theology must not be afraid to become plural, fragmentary, and transient. The 
openness to context can be dangerous, because some of the tools and methods we 
find, will seem strange and ambiguous. But it is necessary to work with these tools, 
because they are better adapted to the context. Theology must experience plurality 
and fragmentarity. Not only will there seem to be contradictions, but different 
theologies will contradict each other. We must forget our fear of contradictions in 
theology. 

4. Theology aims at real, efficient liberation. The world is in crisis. Ecological disaster, 
warfare, injustice, racism, sexism and the social, economic and cultural exclusion of 
billions of human beings are calling for real, true liberation. Theology can only be 
relevant in the contemporary world, if it participates in the transformation of these 
realities. Theology must transform itself, drawing from the contexts it lives in, aiming 
at the transformation of these contexts, working – together with many other people 
– towards a liberation that is – as we believe – a sacrament of the Reign of God. 

16 Sara Danius / Stefan Jonsson 1993. An Interview with Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, in: boundary 2 20/2, 24-
50. 24.
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Juan Luis Segundo, one of the most important theoreticians of the first generation of 
Liberation Theology, wrote in 1983, that he never had intended to write “Liberation 
Theology”: “I understood that the task wasn’t to use the term ‘liberation’ but to make a 
better and, therefore, more liberating theology.”17 His own answer to Gustavo Gutiérrez’ 
book “A theology of liberation” was, in 1975 his study “Liberation of theology”, a 
fundamental theology about theological methodology that deals with context and seeks 
liberation.
I think that Juan Luis Segundo was right: Any theology that claims true relevance must 
necessarily seek liberation. And in order to be liberating, it needs to be liberated. So Latin 
American Liberation Theology can offer this experience to other theologies around the 
globe: Only a transforming theology can be a transforming theology. 

17 Segundo, Juan Luis 1983. Teología abierta, Vol. I, Madrid: Cristiandad 21 [my translation]. 
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